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We Have It Totally Under Control 
 
 

B. Bassett 
 
 
inside still, there’s not much of a view from the basement floor. I try to find ways to keep 
sane. 

it involves multiple bowls of lucky charms 
finding wine with the highest alcohol content for the lowest price 
drinking coffee that just doesn’t taste the same no matter  
how aesthetic my home brewing setup is 
the thought of being productive 
excuses for not being productive because this is a pandemic  
and the discomfort I’m feeling may very well be grief 
I read that in a Harvard Business Review article 
 

when I go out, I try to follow the rules.  
but we’ve all been reading too many articles 
panic makes us shuffle dance at the deli counter  
they can’t see my courteous smile because of the mask 
I can’t see them at all because the mask has fogged my glasses 
when I wash my hands it makes me have to use the restroom 
and then I wash my hands again 
and then I put on hand sanitizer because I’m not quite convinced 
 

inside again, because somehow there isn’t enough outdoors for us all. 
I’ve found that lucky charms pairs best with riesling 
I want to read all the books i’ve hoarded  
I want to pick up where i left off but i don’t even know what today is 
nevermind what happened in chapters 1-17  
there is no time for yoga or pushups or bread making 
no. there is no patience for yoga or pushups or bread making 
this is not the time to boast the fact that I do not own a T.V.  

 
outside, i try to avoid as many people as possible, but that is nothing new. 

I move the hammock into direct sunlight 
It makes me feel like i’m back in my hometown 
I focus on the blooming azaleas and three hours go by  



 
I use to look forward to spring but today I’m indifferent 
we put too much pressure on the sun 
on the hammock, I confuse meditating with napping 
some of us will come out of this well read 
some of us will be well rested 
 

back inside, and it is all the same. 
I fold up the futon for a change and it is proper lounging 
somehow I have spent more money indoors than out 
I wear my new vintage heeled mules to the laundry room 
to the garbage bins, to the mailbox, to the futon 
I think about wearing them on a date 
I think about embracing someone other than myself 
I start on the books I’ve hoarded and the dust reveals itself 
 

when I go out, I try to find ways to keep sane.  
when another person spots me on the same sidewalk 
they walk in the street to let me know they are following the rules 

            they can't see my courteous smile because of the mask  
            in my head, I try to justify my trip to the coffee shop 
            and then I wonder why the other seven people are here 

we must have our oat milk lattes 
because it is routine  
I almost forgot it was spring 
but the sun has been so generous 
you know, in theory, when it gets a little warmer, 
it miraculously goes away 
we’ve all been reading too many articles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

●  



 
 

 

 

There's no way to tell if you're moving through the ocean or  

if the ocean is moving against your ship. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mark Jednaszewski 

● . 



 

Lightning And Regret 
Mike Young 

 
 

“Encounters are not events of knowing, units of anything, revelations of realness, or facts. Sometimes 
they stage a high-intensity tableau of the way things are or could become; sometimes strangeness raises 

some dust.” — from The Hundreds by Lauren Berlant and Kathleen Stewart 
 

 
Hi dear Quaranzine reader, 
 
How are you? For a while I had a toaster that would print this question, but you could only really make                     
out the words if the toast got burnt. This is perhaps an important lesson about any invitation to self-reflect. 
 
I’m writing from wind season in New Mexico, which         
is blue and driftingly warm. Last year, I drove a blue           
2013 Buick Encore to 30 states. It was a tour. Because           
my family couldn’t afford a car while I was growing          
up, it was actually the longest and most I’d ever          
driven in my life. 
 
Over two months, I did almost 40 poetry/music shows         
with talented conspirators in bars and bookstores and        
living rooms and old motels and silos and oceans and          
bridges and mines and gulfs and public libraries and         
tornado watches and gas stations and under a sweaty         
hat brim. 
 
Along the way, I collected a couple hundred woes in a           
tin. These woes were mostly written on the backs of a           
photo of Chuck Yeager Road in northern California. I         
burned the woes in the hill country outside Austin on          
a warm night almost exactly a year ago. 
 
On that tour, I also had a treasure chest for trading: people could put in a lucky charm or a book or CD or                        
zine of theirs and take out something that someone else had put in. So people in one city traded for the                     
books/music/art/charms of people from somewhere else. This was wild and very sweet.  
That tour was called The Blue Turn, and—like many of us—I miss how obvious and sweet it felt to see                    
old and new friends in real winds and do the things faces do. 
 

https://theblueturn.com/
https://theblueturn.com/


 

 
 
LIKE WHAT KIND OF HAT? 
  
The Blue Turn had its own Instagram, which didn’t make much sense then, since I posted all the same                   
things on my personal graham cracker. But it makes sense now, since it is permanently stuck in May                  
2019, and I have lurched ahead. 
  
When The Blue Turn got done and burnt, our mutual friend Lucy Shaw asked me to write something                  
about it for Profound Experience of Earth. Unfortunately, I turned a different kind of blue when I got                  

back to Santa Fe, and I was too sad to write anything except the              
pretentiously capitalized name of the tour, over and over. Plus I realized that             
if I wanted to finish it right, I would have to write a whole book. 
  
However, about the hat: it was the wrong hat. It didn’t make sense. It wasn’t               
“me.” I never wore hats. Then I never didn’t wear this hat. It is a blue trucker                 
cap (never cared for them) that says Reno (where I’m from, you might guess,              
which is almost true but also not). A silhouette of a cowboy sits under his               
horse. The horse’s shade is a locust tree. Mostly the sunset is yellow. 
 

This hat got sweaty barely avoiding a snowstorm in Denver and failing to avoid potholes in Omaha.                 
Omaha was where I got the pie tin to keep the woes, accidentally giving an anti-abortion Christian thrift                  
store 25 cents, realizing my mistake a second after the quarter left my fingers and I saw the evil dolls in                     
the counter display. So the tin was imbued with woe from the get-go. 
  
Oh damn—I thought I was going to trick myself just then into writing something snappy after all about                  
the tour. Like a hundred words. But I went back to collect and got immediately overwhelmed. Maybe I                  

https://www.instagram.com/theblueturn/
https://www.instagram.com/theblueturn/


 
will say a few of the things I have been assembling to help frame the experience since Lucy asked me to                     
write something: that quote at the beginning about experiences, that whole book that quote is from,                
different books like How to Do Nothing by Jenny Odell, like The Mushroom at the End of the World by                    
Anna Tsing, like Wandering by Sarah Jane Cervenak, like Mosquito by Gayl Jones, public libraries,               
temporary autonomous zones, the safety of the privilege of the cowboy costume, the etymology of the                
word “visit,” the phrase: “a recovery of reality in relation after the surreal traumatic isolation of                
childhood.”  
 
LIGHTNING & REGRET 
  
Speaking of the surreal traumatic isolation of       
childhood, the reason Lucy asked me to       
write this note for Profound Experience of       
Staying at Home is a little different. But it’s         
related to missing the work of that recovery        
of reality in relation—or that’s what I’m       
carving into my toast, anyway. 
 
After I got back from the Blue Turn,        
between last September and February, with      
new things I discovered about my throat and        
my heart after singing almost every night       
while winter turned to spring, I realized I        
could maybe finally make a “real” record.       
Specifically, there were a few songs—the oldest was 14 years old—I could maybe finally try to do right.                  
So I did. 
  
The record is called Lightning & Regret, and I made it with a band I started in Santa Fe called Clementine                     
Was Right. The talented musicians in that season of the band were Ben Clary (mixing), Lisa Kori (keys &                   
vox), Taylor Penner-Ash (drums), Nich Quintero (bass & guitar), and Nate Smerage (guitar). We worked               
hard on the record, and when I say it is the first “real” record I’ve ever made, I mean that even though we                       
tracked most of it in a day and mixed it in a few months, it took 33 years to make. 
 
To be honest, I can’t really explain yet why this record feels so connected to The Blue Turn. It’s not like                     
the songs are about the tour. They weren’t written on or for that tour. I’ve tried to think about why people                     
might want to listen to this record, some reason beyond my personal harrumph of satisfaction at finally                 
pulling something off, which—while perhaps relatable—is not a great reason ipso facto to ask for the                
attention of the faces around the fire at night.  

https://theblueturn.com/clementinewasright
https://theblueturn.com/clementinewasright
https://theblueturn.com/clementinewasright
https://theblueturn.com/clementinewasright


 
THE OLD PLAN 
  
My old plan was to carry it and let the carrying answer. With my newfound addiction to driving, I planned                    
zigzags of band tours to cover all of 2020: a week here, three weeks there. I took on extra jobs to be able                       
to pay for meals and Airbnbs and for everyone in the band to miss work. For a few months, I moved to                      
Nashville—for reasons I’m still patiently waiting to spring out of a cake. I put together a talented new                  
season of the band (with Julia Strauss on keys/vox and Annie Garcia Campos on bass) as folks had to bow                    
out due to illness and finances. 
  
Working very hard, we managed to tour the record in a DIT (do-it-together) fashion out through New                 
Mexico, Arizona, California, and Las Vegas in February, and we got as far in March as Texas, New                  
Orleans, and Tuscaloosa (combining geographic categories in this way is very funny, yes) before the               

pandemic did its shutter act. 
  
Along the way, we collected regrets (cousins of woes but—I          
think we can agree—their own thing) in a jar: 
 
People wrote their regrets on the backs of puzzle pieces, and           
the front of the puzzle was a picture of lightning. In the end,             
we were going to assemble the puzzle, and the regrets would           
be disposed of in this way: left to the back of the lightning             
where they belonged. 
  
The old plan was to figure it out as we went, meet old and              

new friends on the road, share memories and plans, hug and laugh and cry, see what the songs meant in a                     
living/dancing way, what they sloughed and what they picked up as burrs. 
 
Then at the very least I would have some funny stories, some hint toward a larger story that made the                    

record more than just a bunch of songs about tacos on the            
west coast and tacos on the east coast and loss and small            
towns and waiting for the dark to love you back. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
It was working pretty well. I saw a bunch of sweethearted buds I hadn't seen in a long time. We convinced                     
many people to yell "Promises! Secret codes!" with a lot of conviction. There were breakdowns and                
resolutions and chaotic giggles and more oceans, but the songs made it through with a new hum. Then,                  
well—here we are. 
 
THE NEW PLAN 
  
I have a pretty clear idea of what it might look like to give up. It’s not that weird of a choice. So many of                         
us have lost people recently, and this unblinking parade of loss has done what loss does: it has rattled, it                    
has shifted our fault lines. Change is not a bad thing. It’s the literal definition of time, I think. 
  
After a very difficult ending to the tour that I’m not really ready to talk about yet (believe it or not,                     
somehow driving back to Santa Fe in the midst of a global pandemic was not the hardest part, and please                    
tell me who decides all the competing sizes of the world, and please tell me how to speak to an old friend                      
about impossible grief on a bridge over the Mississippi), I gave up for a while. I gave up on this record                     
and on music and on touring and—as we all entered into a new surreal isolation—I gave up a little on “a                     

recovery of reality in relation.” 
 
Once I tried to put in a short story a feeling I have             
about giving up, which is actually a feeling I have          
about Mt. Shasta. The narrator of the story, Eureka,         
says this: “When people say ‘I give up,' they mean          
‘Show me what's next.' What we're doing is true         
giving up. Giving ourselves up to all the quiet and          
sternness above us, the mountain and its weather.” 
  
With the help of a person I love named Gion, and           
with the help of wind season in New Mexico, which          
is blue and driftingly warm, I lurched a little from          
the first giving up toward the second. I wrote an          
email to some people about the record, including        

Lucy, and she asked me to write a version of this email for the Quaranzine. 
  
Maybe one way the record feels connected to the Blue Turn is the way a mountain feels (however                  
incorrectly) like the opposite of time. Or the way singing feels (sometimes incorrectly) like the opposite of                 
hiding. One thing I know is there are things I used to be afraid of explaining, but now I feel less afraid                      
when I am driving and getting ready to sing about them. 
  



 
LIKE WHAT KIND OF THINGS? 
  
The songs on the record are about distances you never          
learn how to trust. They are about seventh grade boys          
wearing their black lipstick. They are about the P.E.         
coach's bones. 
  
In form, they are stories and hooks and the heartaches          
of in-betweenness like my favorite line from John        
Prine’s “Far From Me” about waiting a second too         
long to laugh. 
  
They are about your mom falling asleep while she's         
driving, the mall failing to burn down, the fire of          
forgiveness, extra potatoes, being OK with carrying you but too scared to put you down. In other words,                  
they are about trying to sit in a river without falling in. 
  
There are Volvos and doughnut stores and beaches with driftwood trees. Some things that make the songs                 
include electric guitars and tom mallets and fake accordions and real glitter. 
  
In Rachel Eliza Griffiths's poem "Chosen Family," there is a part that goes: "when they are trying to take                   
themselves out of the world / lay your hands on them & call them yours & yours & yours." Without                    
always realizing it, I think everything I’ve ever made—stories, poems, songs—has been trying to do this                
laying on and calling. These songs are maybe the closest I have managed to get so far (horses in the                    
tempered dark, says Jack Gilbert). 
  
What I hope is that maybe this laying on is something you are also interested in, something you’ve been                   
trying in your work/life, and maybe these songs can compare notes with your efforts. 

 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED 
  
If you are interested in listening to the record, there are some ways to do it. I miss playing music for                     
people. I love living rooms (just a second ago I decided that every room is a living room), and I love                     
trying to make them warmer with songs, and I believe in these songs. 



 

 

With all that in mind: 

● You can get it digitally or physically via Bandcamp. There is both a PDF and a physical version                  
of a booklet, which includes wonderful cover art by LK James, lyrics, a ticker-tape guide to                
regret, and full color illustrations of alienated blue people with citrus heads by Taylor              
Penner-Ash, who played drums on the record. 

● You can listen on Spotify, Apple Music, Amazon, or wherever you stream music. 
● You can watch a music video for “Why Can’t the Mall Burn Down?” (shot by Gion Davis, who                  

also took most of the photos sprinkled herein and starring many talented Santa Fe folks), which                
is funny but sort of sad. 

● And you can watch a lyric video for “How About the Fire of Forgiveness,” which is sad but sort                   
of funny. 

IF THE SONGS MAKE YOU FEEL OR THINK THINGS 

If listening to the songs makes you think or feel things, and you feel like mentioning the gist of what this                     
might be, I would love to hear about it. To be honest, there are still a lot of blank lightning/regret puzzle                     
pieces. Maybe a third of the puzzle? If you want to anonymously send me a regret to give up to the                     
lightning, I can add it for you. 

I miss driving. I miss singing. I miss the gas station in            
Raton where there is a jar of pork rinds labeled "Josie           
can't eat." I miss the reunions and strangers and the way           
when I asked everyone in Memphis on Easter about a          
road they survived, Wallace called out: "The corn field         
my dad drove me through." I miss the road from          
Buffalo to Ithaca where four Mennonite boys, with        
their red and white Coleman lunch buckets, turned left         
at the sign that says TIME TO LICENSE YOUR DOG. 

Most of all I miss the way I tricked my life for a minute              
into becoming an endless turn. For money, I would         

https://clementinewasright.bandcamp.com/
https://distrokid.com/hyperfollow/clementinewasright/lightning--regret
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rXGT3F6x6II
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68nta2eS4z4


 
code in motel rooms at night and do Zoom meetings in public libraries, helping set up online education                  
(accidentally prescient). Then I would encounter again and again (with the Profound Gratitude of Asking               
If I Can Crash) the grace of conspirators and couches and shared toast and high fives and hugs and                   
tenderness and curiosity and insight. 

And even though it sounds a little duh, the most important part: other people. Other performers. Every                 
night someone else would do a song too; someone else would do a poem too; and I would listen and listen                     
and listen, and the listening would make me take my hat off. 

Though that would be my ideal way to share these songs with you, I hope for now they might keep you                     
company in a different way. Meanwhile, maybe we can both play a song together or read a poem together                   
in a room one day. If we’re lucky, only you and I will know what we’re on about, and if we’re more than                       
lucky, so will everyone else. 

Thank you and take care, 

Mike 
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Dang It 

Madeline Manning 

● . 



 

Optimism: A Breakthrough 

Emily Horn 

 

Optimism is an admirable character trait. What’s not to love? It comes from the 18th c. Modern Latin                  
word ‘optimum’ (literally ‘the best’). It’s the act of acknowledging and celebrating the potential best of a                 
situation. It’s the laureated emotional state of the achievers, the doers, the helpers. We need optimism,                
right? Optimism is the North Star in dark times. 

  

And if we can’t get to that state of mind, it’s foisted upon us, with the tired eyes of a loved one: “Just try                        
to be optimistic.” 

  

So, naturally, in this hell flux state we are all living through together, my impulse is to reach to my                    
optimism that is currently on life support, and puppet it for others. That’s the correct thing to do.  

  

I am 45 minutes into trying to make my therapist laugh, when I have a breakthrough.  

  

She is watching me through the computer as I try to convince myself everything is fine. “The GOOD                  
thing is...” I say, confidently to a woman who has been staring into the wet eyes of the recently                   
unemployed, the mourning, the panicked for weeks, “We will all come out of this with more                

PATIENCE.” 
 
I know I’m exhausting her. I’m a reverse        
energy vampire. Instead of sucking energy      
from the room, I’m blasting positive energy       
into a place it doesn’t need to be. My         
therapist is gently asking me how I feel, how         
it feels in my body to be living through a          
pandemic and economic recession, currently     
unemployed. 

  

“Honestly, I feel fine! I am bringing my jar         
of fermenting kombucha with me     
everywhere in the house so that I can ensure         



 
it is always at the correct temperature! It could be WAY WORSE.” 
I wonder why she looks tired. I wonder why my positive attitude isn’t catching like wildfire. I feel                  
GREAT. I am prepping for the end times and it feels ahhmaazinngg.  

  

But, I should know better. Four years ago, my little brother passed away and I lived tangled in the throes                    
of a grief that I couldn’t escape. I know how loud and lurid an overly optimistic person can seem in a                     
crisis. When you are grieving and someone says “Everything happens for a reason,” your instinct is to                 
sucker punch them. It’s because optimism has a time and a place, and sometimes introducing optimism at                 
the wrong time is disrespectful, and at times, humiliating. The topic of grief comes up a lot lately.                  
Grieving the loss of opportunities, certainty, and hundreds of thousands of lives.  

  

She pulls up the feeling wheel on Zoom. I have been conditioned to see Zoom as business communication                  
software, so it is slightly surreal to see therapeutic aides shared through the screen.  

  

“Maybe there are some words on here that describe how you’re feeling?” 
 
 

  



 
I inspect the feeling wheel. I crack an evasive, lame joke about The ‘Rona. She seems exhausted, but she                   
laughs anyways. She is a great therapist.  

  

“I guess like... Guilty? Guilty that I can’t protect the people I love from catching this potentially deadly                  
disease. Guilty that I can’t help people who are suffering more.” 

  

My therapist is getting ready to settle into exploring this emotional landscape and I see “gratitude”                
lingering on the wheel, winking at me. 

  

“AND grateful! So grateful I am healthy.” My eyes scan furtively around the feelings wheel.  

  

“And horrified. It seems like the global economy is collapsing and well it just seems... Oh well what can                   
you do!” 

  

My optimism is dancing, I have painted a smiley on its limp face. Its arms are flailing around repulsively. 

  

There’s a level of suffering that deserves respect, recognition and humility. We are emotionally naked in                
those moments, and we honour each other by seeing each other’s vulnerability and acknowledging that               
life can be an unforgiving and brutal landscape. 

  

Don’t get me wrong. Optimism is incredibly important, but it should be earned. And it has a place. We                   
don’t have a lot of concrete reasons to be optimistic about the future, but we have good reason to believe                    
in ourselves and the people around us to pull through even the darkest times.  

  

I joke about how I panic ordered beans and chickpeas and a countertop grain mill out of fear of the food                     
chain collapsing. She kind of laughs, and then says “but really, it’s difficult to order flour.” I know,                  
theoretically, that she’s detached from my own personal experience of this pandemic but the reality is that                 
we are literally all in this together. She also reads news about the uncertainty of the Canadian food chain.                   
She listens to people freak out about the pandemic, and then turns off Zoom and has to deal with her own                     
reaction to it.  

  

I felt hollowed out. Tired from the performance. Wondering why I exhausted myself that way, with my                 
therapist of all people.  



 

  

I was hiding from myself. I stared at the feelings wheel again. Anxious, vulnerable, overwhelmed,               
grieving, frustrated. I let myself connect with those words. Those words felt inconvenient, but real. 

  

Anxious, from the 17th c. latin anxius (‘to choke’). In the first few weeks of the pandemic I felt so tense                     
that I couldn’t take a deep breath. Vulnerable, from the latin vulnus (‘wound’). In the most literal sense,                  
the virus makes us susceptible to that wounding that is so frightening: the wound inflicted out of nowhere.                  
Overwhelmed, from 14th c. Middle English whelmen, (‘to turn upside down’). All of our social niceties                
have been flipped: it’s polite and respectful to cross the street when you see a stranger. No dinners or                   
visits on your loved one’s birthdays to show you really care for them. My brother’s death anniversary                 
came in April, and my family and I stood in a wide circle, 6-10ft away from one another around his grave.                     
No hugging. Just warm eyes from across the cemetery. Grief, 13th c. Old French grever (afflict, burden,                 
oppress); Frustration, 1550s, from Latin frustrationem (‘a deception, a disappointment.’)  

  

These old words describe the natural ebb and flow of the human spirit. Centuries pass and we’re still                  
using the same words to describe the same devastating experiences. There’s not a lot to be optimistic                 
about right now. And that’s fine. The demand for optimism (categorized under ‘joy’ on the Feelings                
Wheel), is exhausting. First, we have the words to describe what comes next: recover, process, heal and                 
restore.  

  

At the end of our session, my therapist suggested that I edge towards experiencing the words I was                  
avoiding. To look at them sometimes, consider them. And then keep moving forward.  
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Self Portraits 

 

Emma Ensley 

 

 

 

 

 
 

day 26 painted on day 40 



 

day 38 painted on day 55 
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Books I Have Read During Quarantine 
 

Stacey Teague 
 

 
 
 

1. Aftermath by Rachel Cusk: I started reading this book because I was going through a break up,                 
and I remembered how much reading Days of Abandonment by Elena Ferrante helped me during               
my last break up. She talks about her divorce and how she is deeply in pain, not knowing how to                    
move on. I actually didn’t really like the book. I needed to know how to move on. I needed to feel                     
like life would not just be a series of painful break ups where you have to make your way back to                     
yourself, losing something small every time you do. I’d give this book a hot miss. 

 
“Narrative is the aftermath of violent events.” 
 

2. The Crying Book by Heather Christle: I liked this book a lot. Normally just after I read any                  
book I completely forget what was in the book, just the feelings it gave me. It’s about crying so                   
it’s obviously my thing. I was obviously vibing with it at 100. I love it when poets write                  
nonfiction, or when poets do anything. 

 
“The floor is the only thing that can hold me. If I could go any lower I would.” 
 

3. Tiny Moons: A Year Of Eating In Shanghai by Nina Mingya Powles: This book was a                
comforting read at a time when I really needed it. It’s about feeling disconnected from your                
culture, loneliness and food. She made me think about how we can use food to relate to other                  
people and the world around us, and crucially, to not feel so alone. 

 



 
“It is tiring to be a woman who loves to eat in a society where hunger is something not to be satisfied but                       
controlled.” 
 

4. Hello by Crispin Best: A lot of the poems in this collection remind me of the time that I lived in                     
the UK, so it was nice to revisit them. That’s the good thing about reading a book written by a                    
friend, it makes you feel as though they are there with you. As I read it I was sending photos of                     
parts that I liked to Rebecca as I sat on my bed trying to catch the afternoon sun. She thumbs-up                    
reacted most of them and also said, “I like the part about Mcdonalds and the part about                 
passionfruit but I hate eggs and sandwiches so I don't like those parts so much”. I have memories                  
of him reading a lot of these poems in different places: in a big concrete room on NYE in NYC, at                     
various pubs in London, in someone’s crowded living room. They are goofy, special poems. Also               
Björk blurbed it and that’s funny to me. 

 
“if you can’t do the crime / don’t do the crime / and don’t thank me for the birthday wishes / please / just                        
let me grow my beans” 
 

5. In The Dream House by Carmen Maria Machado: This 2019 memoir is about domestic abuse               
in a lesbian relationship. Because of that it is often not an easy read but somehow it propels you                   
forward, always within reach of something redemptive; I couldn’t tear myself away from it. More               
than anything it’s a book about hope. 

 
“A reminder to remember: just because the sharpness of the sadness has faded does not mean that it was                   
not, once, terrible. It means only that time and space, creatures of infinite girth and tenderness, have                 
stepped between the two of you, and they are keeping you safe as they were once unable to.” 
 
 

6. The Bone People by Keri Hulme: This book is iconic in NZ and I felt guilty that I hadn’t read it                     
before. It’s about an artist named Kerewin who is Māori and European, and she lives a solitary life                  
in a small town until she meets a troubled young boy and his father. It’s quite challenging to read                   
in some ways and I can’t really say that I enjoyed it but it did give me something, even if I’m still                      
figuring out what that is. I read it exclusively in the bath. 

 
“They were no longer Māori. They were husks, aping the European manners and customs. Māori on the                 
outside, with none of the heart left.” 
 

7. Specimen by Madison Hamill: This is a book of personal essays from a young NZ writer. I liked                  
it because I like reading books about people who are quiet. It also talks about being on the                  
spectrum and being asexual. I enjoyed it. 

 
“You try to imagine an asexual person...you imagine a nun who can’t look at herself when she showers,                  
or Kerewin from The Bone People who lives on her own in a tower. You remember seeing some people in                    
a Pride parade once, and thinking, oh yeah, they exist, and then thinking no more about it. You hate                   
parades.” 
 

Next I am going to read a book called “The Houseguest” by Amparo Dávila. 
●  

 



 

Relinquishing  
 

Holly Fletcher 
 

 
 
One day all the toilet paper was gone. 

We walked the naked isles  

and laughed  

       a little bit out our noses. 

Someone sneezes near the frozens 

and our bodies fall down 

into nothing 

in our heads 

in the news 

at home 

alone. 



 
We’d go to the supermarket and look for green  

things wrapped in plastic but somehow they’d 

stopped being there 

 

but I’m not really sure how they got there in the 

first place. Am I sick? 

 

I feel like the over-looked Brussel sprouts at Sainsbury’s 

as I wander about the park, half dressed, half  

dressing gowned & whiskey drunk. 

 

I could soundtrack myself to the streets  

like this 

thrashing Bach on a mega speaker 

or do a thousand cartwheels 

 

 

 

with my new miracle body  

that has somehow sprouted 

into the form of a mega  

gymnast. 

 

I am somewhat relieved to relinquish my duties 

to tell you that  

not only have I been ripping up the carpet 

but also the wooden floors of normality 

 

I want to build a hut in the dinning room 

go down on a thousand cocks 

swim in a basin of shopping trolleys 

and never be paid again. 

 

I am smoking cigarettes in the park tonight 



 
with my rubber gloves on 

relinquishing 

all that I’d  

planned. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artwork by Diane Edwards 

●  



 
 

Lapsed Librarian 
Matt Nelson 

 

It seems as if this is the week of locations. UW and Seattle for most of the authors. Go Dawgs. It                     

also seems as if this week I learned that I can email, too, duh. But if you’d like to talk, my email                      

is still the same:  abigwindmattnelson@gmail.com. 
 

This is what I’ve been reading, with at least one starred line:  

 

Week 7:  

 

Finished 

Oxherding Tale by Charles 

Johnson 

 

“Like a man who had fallen or 

been rudely flung into the world, 

I owned nothing. My knowledge, 

my clothes, my language, even, 

were shamefully second-hand, 

made by, and perhaps for, other 

men.”  

 

“It’s only about once in a lifetime 

that you stumble upon a 

first-rate philosophical 

metaphor, and when you do, 

people are bound to say, ‘Huh?’ 

and take all the starch out of it.”  

 

“Mattie said, piously, ‘Our Lord 

Jesus Christ never ate meat.’ 

‘Right,’ grumped George, ‘and 

His life wasn’t exactly one long 

hallelujah from start to finish 

either!’” 

 

“I saw the same ancient war--or, 

more precisely, the same crisis in 

the male spirit. This frightened 

me, I confess, for in philosophy’s 

long history the heart was a 

mystery. Men had glimpsed, as 

my stepmother claimed, the 

algebra and alphabet of Nature, 

but knew nothing of feeling; men 

Oxherding is a philosophical novel about a self-proclaimed        

fugitive slave, a mixed-race bondsman who eventually passes        

in order to save himself from forced mine-work while being          

hunted by a manhunter named the Soulcatcher; a tale that          

explores the antebellum Down South and the manumission of         

Self. The title comes from the 10 Oxherding Drawings and          

descriptions that elucidate a Zen student’s path to        

Enlightenment. The unspooled decagon follows a Freytag’s       

construction: searching for the ox...then a clue!, finding the         

ox...then catching it!, leading the ox, then riding it!...then         

forgetting the ox... then being the one who is forgotten...then          

returning to the beginning, to then finally do what always          

needed and needs to be done. As you probably have guessed           

by now, I love a book that leads me to other books, to other              

ideas and people, either through its internal cache or the          

external shared bodies the text has traveled through. My         

favorite section is when the narrator’s tutor, an ascetic         

anarchist who stands hard for Karl Marx, finally somehow         

gets the bearded father of communism to come to the          

Cripplegate plantation of cotton in South Carolina. You may         

be asking yourself: the United States, pre-Civil War,        

mixed-race narrator, plantation...tutor? So here’s the      

story...One night, the master of the estate and his butler were           

playing cards and drinking when they both came to the same           

conclusion: their wives would not be pleased with their         

current inebriated states. The person in power suggests, with         

all the foresight of a Freshman on Varsity, that the two men            

switch beds for the night. One thing leads to another and lo            

and behold, Andrew Hawkins is born to a white mother and           

black father. The slave owner here, Mr. Polkinghorne, hires a          

vegetarian Transcendentalist named Ezekiel to bring up the        

young Hawk, to teach his sorta-step-son the “165        

Considerations, Four Noble Truths, the Eight-Fold Path, the        

3,000 Good Manners, and 80,000 Graceful Conducts,” along        
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had charted Being and knew its 

mutations like the Periodic 

Table, but men were as children 

when it came to the heart.”  

 

“He thought obliquely, in 

language reshaped like soft wax, 

the power of his arguments vivid, 

their precise meaning veiled.”  

 

“had a hoarse, carrying voice, like 

a slab of granite grunting, that 

went through you, that burst 

inside your head like thought, or 

intelligence felt telepathically.”  

 

 

“a way of speaking that perfectly 

twisted the English tongue to fit 

her voice, which was deep and 

steamy: a kind of soft, deer 

language.”  

 

“The stones of her eyes, very blue 

with shades of brown as if spring 

water rushed over bright 

riverbottom pebbles, ranged over 

me.”  

 

“the Real, if it was anything at all 

to the Allmuseri, was a matter of 

consent, a shared hallucination.”  

 

“Everything seemed to create its 

own cancellation.”  

 

“created a ceiling low enough to 

break your neck” 

 

“the wretchedness of being 

colonized was not that slavery 

created feelings of guilt and 

indebtedness, though I did feel 

guilt and debt; nor that it created 

a long, lurid dream of 

multiplicity and separateness, 

which it did indeed create, but 

the fact that men had 

epidermalized Being.” 

 

“If only I could stand you behind 

my eyes”  

with Leibniz, Schopenhauer, and of course, our man Marx.         

Okay, so the picture is set. Marx is headed to the States to try              

and make some money, and has his airfare paid for by Ezekiel            

on the condition that the London transplant loops on down          

south. The first interaction between tutor and scholar is a          

disappointment: Marx asks Ezekiel why he doesn’t know his         

neighbors. If you’re a Socialist, why don’t you know your          

people? The tutor has misread critique for contempt, and         

based his life on a misguided guidepost. I love this. The           

expert whose eyes ended up being subjective. Ezekiel ends up          

giving Marx his most recent “twelve-page sleeping pill,”        

sheepishly watching his idol read a paper he wrote with this           

idol in mind. Marx hands it back and says there’s an error--            

“You chose to be miserable,” in his intellectualizing. Ezekiel         

then doubles down on his ignorance and says that his writing           

isn’t for the uneducated. Marx literally gets up and rolls up           

his sleeves, ready to throw hands. He eventually sits down, to           

logically tear up the tutor’s ontological following of Hegel’s         

alienation in the Other echoed in the subjecting mirror effect          

of one person liberating another through the simple solution         

of love. Basically he tells the tutor to fall in love. Oh Marx, my              

heart. My second favorite scene was any scene with the coffin           

maker named Reb. Once Andrew has made his way off the           

plantation and onto another, the first person he meets is Reb,           

an Allmuseri (an imagined tribe by Johnson) who holds the          

heritage of spell casters and powder makers, who ends up          

making the coffin for his own son and, much later, Abraham           

Lincoln. Reb is tough and mean, a survivor of the Middle           

Passage, who knows, “who’s dead and who will be.” He          

becomes council for Andrew as their lives become intimately         

joined. The thing that eventually saves Reb is his         

nothingness. His 10th Bull, needing nothing, having no        

appetite, ends up drastically changing the ending. But        

throughout the book, I had a deep sense of recognizing The           

Sellout by Paul Beatty. I want you to read The Sellout. Like            

right now. After my brief stay in Long Beach, I read The            

Sellout and then connected with one of my oldest friends,          

who had lived the longest in LA, about the book and how            

genius, funny, and on point it is about the City of Angels.            

What connects the two novels is the stylistic experimentation,         

the language mixing of 10-syllable and brand name words,         

the poke of the painful through humor. Just read this          

Prologue:  

 

This may be hard to believe, coming from a black          

man, but I’ve never stolen anything. Never cheated        

on my taxes or at cards. Never snuck into the movies           

or failed to give back the extra change to a drugstore           

cashier indifferent to the ways of mercantilism and        

minimum-wage expectations. I’ve never burgled a      

house. Held up a liquor store. Never boarded a         

crowded bus or subway car, sat in a seat reserved for           



 

 

“You needed little more proof 

than I’d received to believe that 

this world was, had always been, 

and might ever be a 

slaughterhouse”  

 

“I speculated, who--like a 

revolutionary turned 

reactionary--so cherished the 

object of his passion that his 

feelings turned, with equal 

intensity, to hatred.”  

 

“Abruptly, I saw my tutor 

through his eyes: a lonely, 

unsocial creature unused to 

visitors, as awkward with people 

as a recluse. Not a Socialist, as he 

fancied himself. No, his rejection 

of society, his radicalism, was 

not, as he thought, due to some 

subtle rareness of soul. It was 

stinginess. Resentment for the 

richness of things. A smoke 

screen for his own social 

shortcomings.”  

 

“But joy? No Revolutionary was 

prepared for joy.”  

 

“Granted, there were two halves, 

but the first, which was by far the 

greatest, was known simply by its 

single utterance, I need, I want, 
and the second by its quiet reply: 

All right.”  

 

“In his bones he wants to be able 

to walk down the street and be 

unnoticed--not ignored, which 

means you seen him and looked 

away, but unnoticed like people 

who had a right to be 

somewheres. He wants what 

them poets hate: mediocrity.”  

 

“she possessed in good measure 

what is possibly a compassionate, 

intelligent individual’s only 

defense in America: ironic 

distance”  

the elderly, pulled out my gigantic penis and        

masturbated to satisfaction with a perverted, yet       

somehow crestfallen, look on my face. But here I am,          

in the cavernous chambers of the Supreme Court of         

the United States of America, my car illegally and         

somewhat ironically parked on Constitution Avenue,      

my hands cuffed and crossed behind my back, my         

right to remain silent long since waived and said         

goodbye to as I sit in a thickly padded chair that,           

much like this country, isn’t quite as comfortable as         

it looks.  

 

But I think what connects the two novels the most is their            

highly educated narrators who bear witness to the “isn’t quite          

as comfortable as it looks” country they exist in, are born into            

from fathers who stencil ideologies onto their every breath.         

It’s interesting that the two novels end with different         

presidents. Lincoln in one, Obama in the next, and what does           

that say? I say read it and we can talk. 

 

At first, I was put off by all the philosophy name drops,            

maybe because I feel like I don’t know enough about those           

topics, but by the second chapter I was engaged with the plot            

of the story. I wanted to give tribute to that plot by talking             

about the book in its and my weirdness. 



 

 

“She had grief without 

grievances, and this, dear reader, 

is an achievement beyond art.”  

 

“I began the thankless, 

mind-destroying, spirit-sucking 

duty of teaching” 

 

“The Negro, if I may disgress to 

develop my theme of teaching, is, 

as Reb told me, the finest student 

of the White World, the one pupil 

in the classroom who watches 

himself watching the others, 

absorbing the habits and body 

language of his teachers, his 

fellow students.”  

 

“Contemporary fiction is so 

sterile...No one seems 

intellectually equipped to write 

with truth as their motive. A 

novel should be an experiential 

feast, a three-ring circus of 

humor, suspense, ideas and 

images, a whole world of people 

tied together by plot.” 

 

“The heart knew nothing of 

hours. Minutes. It moved on a 

plane above history, error.”  

 

“We stood, I felt, translated, 

lifted a few feet off the ground, 

exchanging replies in old, old 

voices in a different tongue we 

borrowed from our better 

selves--the people we were 

intended to be--in some parallel 

world, where the absences of this 

life were presences, the failures 

here triumphs there, a realm of 

changeless meaning for which 

the only portal was surrender.”  

 

“the strange faith involved in 

being with another.”  

 

“I had learned that the heart 

could survive anything by 

becoming everything.”  



 

 

“this one item--glasses are 

peculiar like this--made her seem 

fully dressed” 

 

“A seaweed odor, as if her cells 

were breaking down into more 

basic elements.”  

Chocolate Cities by Marcus 

Anthony Hunter and Zandria F. 

Robinson 

 

“chocolate cities were a form of 

reparations and were and had 

been an opportunity to make 

something out of nothing”  

 

“Our way, the chocolate cities 

approach, follows Black feminist 

Barbara Christian’s insight that 

the wisdom of everyday Black 

folk is knowledge, scientific, and 

underutilized.” 

 

“The matrix of domination is 

wherever the oppressed and 

marginalized are gathered.”  

 

“The study of Black 

neighborhoods and 

communities, in particular, has 

consistently shown the 

detrimental impact of lawed 

federal policies, large-scale 

economic shifts, and 

segregation”  

 

“‘Safety in numbers,’ which 

manifested as a racial survival 

strategy during slavery, persisted 

in a new and tenuous freedom, 

influencing patterns of Black 

urbanization, migration, and 

immigration forever.”  

 

“Black citizens deliberately used 

their ability to densely occupy 

space to obscure the White gaze 

and develop an intricately 

dynamic lifeworld.”  

 

Following different artists, map-makers, and community      

leaders, Hunter and Robinson’s book describes the places        

Parliament sang about. Malcom X said everything south of         

Canada is the South (Out South, West South, Mid South,          

Deep South, Down South, and Up South). For Black folks,          

from coast to coast, state to state, river to sea, there are            

similarities in life not the least of which is racism. At least            

that’s what’s being presented by Hunter and Robinson as         

they collect voices and places. The book asks, what do you           

know about the place where you grew up? There’s that primer           

question, depending on the politics of your home or         

hometown, about describing the people on your block. I         

recognize it now as an inefficient attempt at talking about          

race, particularly when denied the following critique of “And         

why do you think that all the people on your block are the             

same color as you?” Growing up in Seattle, it took me until I             

went to college at the University of Washington to really get           

outside of my neighborhood, especially as it pertains to time          

and occupation, how Seattle is mapped on “the traditional         

land of the first people of Seattle, the Duwamish people, past           

and present” (Land Acknowledgement thanks to the       

Duwamish Tribe). It probably took me another couple years         

to get out into the Central District, Beacon Hill, the Rainier           

Valley and Rainier Beach areas where there are more people          

who do not look like me. Before high school, I knew that            

where I lived was different than most of my classmates. We           

didn’t have sidewalks for one thing. We could walk ten blocks           

and buy fireworks was another. It was a class thing. But, like            

the streets I assume most of my classmates grew up on, my            

block was predominately White. Across the alley, there was a          

Mexican family who used to babysit me until they moved.          

Across the street, there was the neighbor who was mixed-race          

who got me my first job and helped me build a computer.            

Before he moved. Other than those few, the faces around me           

reflected my own. And in my schools, in my home, in the car             

rides and movie theaters, I didn’t learn, or didn’t pay close           

enough attention to the people Hunter and Robinson talk         

about. My favorite aspect of this book is the sense of           

geography of and for Black folks, cultural and political         

leaders. Malcom X going from Detroit to Harlem where Zora          

Neal Hurston also headed out to from her all-Black         

hometown of Eatonville, FL. Harlem being the birthplace of         

James Baldwin who traveled across the Atlantic and back in          



 

“A pioneer of the public-scholar 

tradition, [Ida B. Wells] was 

determined that the power of 

Black people’s agency was rooted 

in their ability to resist through 

movement and make places for 

safety and freedom in the 

process.”  

 

“Out in the streets [Marsha P. 

Johnson] spread the gospel of 

humanity not through a 

heavy-handed  evangelism but 

through acts of kindness and 

miracles of survival only queens 

of color from the Stonewall era 

know.”  

 

“Johnson’s ‘little rioting’ 

consisted of groundbreaking 

organizing that created the 

infrastructure and framework for 

modern LGBT advocacy.”  

 

“On the one hand, [Memphis] 

built its fortunes on the backs of 

Black pain and disease. On the 

other, Black people built their 

lives by making moral and ethical 

claims that sprung from a blues 

resistance that had been forged 

during their movement from 

rural communities to small 

towns to the city.”  

 

“[The village] is at once a 

precursor to the places on 

chocolate maps; a description of 

existing places, small towns, 

neighborhoods in big cities, and 

Black back sides of places on the 

chocolate maps; and a 

disposition toward community 

life that reflects Black people’s 

collective practices of resistance 

in and through place.” 

 

“In the finale we learn [Key and 

Peele’s] journey throughout the 

season is a metaphor for 

unending search for where Black 

people can be free.”  

order to understand and corroborate his sense that it’s all the           

same for a Black person, from Paris to San Francisco, where           

he made his documentary Take This Hammer. Then there’s         

Lou Rawls, who took his show from Chicago along the          

Chitlin’ Circuit, “from Boston to Detroit, Philadelphia,       

Baltimore, Charlotte, Memphis, Chicago, Atlanta, and      

Cleveland.” The aforementioned Ida B. Wells, who moved as         

action and safety recourse. Marsha P. Johnson, born across         

the Hudson, who moved to Greenwich Village to carve out a           

home for “queens of color.” Duanna Johnson, who returned         

to her home in North Memphis only to be assaulted based on            

her gender, 39 years after Marsha P. helped start the          

Stonewall Riots. Then there’s the movement of Aretha        

Franklin, from her birth in Memphis to a preacher who was           

born in the same county as Parchman Farm (featured in          

Colson Whitehead’s The Nickle Boys), to her Detroit        

upbringing between riots, to her time in New York and then           

out to LA. Tupac’s birth in New York, his time in Baltimore,            

and then his musical rooting in LA. Big Freedia’s New          

Orleans love displaced by Hurricane Katrina, displaced a        

second time upon her return by the courts. Mary Ann Shadd           

Cary, born free in Delaware, an abolitionist who preempted         

the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850 by heading to Canada, only to            

come back during the Civil War to Indiana, then Washington,          

D.C. to be closer to the action and get a law degree. Mary             

Sanders, in San Jose, CA, the daughter of a mother who           

helped elect the first Black person to be mayor Up South,           

Kenneth A. Gibson in Newark, NJ. Yasiin Bey (formally         

known as Mos Def) stuck in South Africa due to a passport            

issue, similar to W.E.B. Du Bois being stuck in the United           

States after being red baited and tried in his 80s! So many            

lives influencing and influenced by place. So many people to          

see and hear. Reading this book is an experience in          

asset-based research. 

 

Here are some more quotes: 

 

“Like housing, the body is a form of shelter, a chocolate city,            

an embodied place for resisting oppression and articulating        

freedom.”  

 

“Marginalized and oppressed peoples wield small axes to        

chop down systems and establish new vantage points that         

allow them the power to clear and see through the wilderness.           

This wilderness is geographic and legal, historical and        

contemporary, changing yet persistent. Black power is the        

small axe.”  

 

“Power, then, especially as expressed by Black people, can         

and is often obscured by the common focus on the dominant           

elite.”  

 



 

 

“Like many Black people, they 

had a moving spirit, one 

compelled into existence by 

racial violence and inequities and 

also driven by the search for a 

better kind of freedom.” 

 

“Detroit’s riots exposed extreme 

racial inequality in housing and 

employment in the city, along 

with the unpleasant fact that the 

city’s prosperity had indeed been 

made in no small part through 

the exploitation of Black labor.”  

 

“Soul was a new articulation of 

that moving spirit and spoke 

directly and unapologetically 

about the conditions of Black life, 

striving for freedom in this life, 

and not the afterlife, and a 

determination for rights and 

respect.”  

 

“When Aretha calls Lazarus forth 

for the third time, stretching the 

first syllable of his name across 

an entire measure, she 

temporarily resurrects everyone 

lost to racial injustice. She 

reminds women in particular 

that with faith and works, a 

miracle relief is on the horizon.”  

 

“The headquarters of Black 

popular culture is a moving 

target. From Harlem 

Renaissance, to Bronzeville, to 

Clarksdale-inspired Blues to 

Atlanta trap to the police 

brutality of Compton and 

Oakland, many chocolate cities 

have served as the source of 

images, sounds, and explorations 

of Blackness.”  

 

“In 2014 viral videos of Black 

women twerking in public 

places--at check-out registers, in 

the aisles of Walmart, at gas 

stations, on top of cars in the 

“While Black residents in San Jose rank higher on key          

indicators of mobility such as education and household        

income, others, like health and infant mortality, tell a         

different story.”  

 

“Since the postwar and civil rights eras, higher education and          

gainful employment have been put forth as poverty panaceas,         

ensuring the livelihood and well-being that upward mobility        

affords… Money and education can do many things.        

Protecting and insulating Black people from the harms and         

injuries of racism and glass ceilings is not one of them.”  

 

“As Du Bois’s experience had shown, for Black people,         

American culture writ large was indistinguishable from       

places where it was thought to be under the most threat, like            

behind the door of the closed society of Mississippi.”  

 

“There is power in movement, and restricting the movements         

of Black people is a central feature of anti-Black racism          

globally.”  

 

“We cannot see or measure phenomena accurately if the tools          

themselves were not designed with the oppressed and        

marginalized in mind.”  

 

“That the intersections of master statuses and master        

narratives have measurable and lasting consequences is       

clearest in maps.”  

 



 

street--drew ire from the usual 

respectability corners. Still 

bodies, these critics contend, are 

proper, respectable and safe 

bodies.”  

 

“Many folks across the chocolate 

map, especially those in the Deep 

South, understood the broader 

contexts of twerking as a space of 

celebration, pleasure, and taking 

up space, a set of practices that 

politicized partying.”  

 

“Entities, largely White, from 

non-profit organizations to 

contracting firms to realtors 

benefited from the structural and 

spatial arrangements that 

disadvantaged Black people, poor 

people, and most especially poor 

and working-class Black people.” 

 

“New Orleans had run out of 

shelter for poor Black people, 

even as poor Black people did the 

culture work that kept people 

flocking to the city.”  

 

“Chocolate cities are geographic 

concentrations of Black 

life--neighborhoods, small 

towns, and entire cities--where 

Black people make and revise 

place through tight-knit 

community networks of place 

makers, cultural production, and 

the consolidation of political and 

economic power.”  

 

“Black is a galaxy. Black is a 

planet. Black is an ocean. Black is 

a map. Black is a country. Black 

is a city. Black is a village. And its 

future is wrapped in chocolate.”  

 

Experiencing Shakespeare by 

Charles H. Frey 

 

“Early to crumble was my 

inherited view that Shakespeare’s 

Have you ever wondered about the etymology of canon when          

it refers to the institutionalized and systematic staples that         

hold together the highly elective plastic surgery that is         

tracked, stratified, and highly unequal education? Like, isn’t        

canon pretty close to cannon? I'd bet this connection has          



 

greatest works were tragedies 

extolling man’s nobility of 

character tested in suffering.”  

 

“each age has its own job to do in 

discovering what seems to it 

most lasting and universal” 

 

“it makes all the difference in the 

world to the individual lover 

exactly whom he or she is 

getting, but it makes very little 

difference to society.”  

 

“For language is never 

autonomous” 

 

“Sons, in particular, become 

tragic losers in this patriarchal 

overdetermination of loyalties, 

because they are, typically, used 

up in fighting feuds of their 

fathers”  

 

“women managed to assert 

themselves, however, in spite of 

the odds against them, as heroic 

exceptions to the more general 

rule of depressing male 

domination.”  

 

“Those who weep deeply in 

Shakespeare are changing, 

growing, and journeying”  

 

“No wonder then the playwright, 

director, and scholar would 

mistrust the materializing, 

reifying work of actors and would 

insist wishfully on a modesty and 

decorousness at the heart of 

nature, an art there in charge of 

subversive freedoms inherent in 

all action.”  

 

“How the theater must resent, 

does resent, the advice of 

aristocrats and scholars that it 

behave itself!” 

 

“This is the theater’s awesome 

drive, to seek an immodesty of 

been made before, so the repetition may feel redundant --          

cannon is to canon as a means of violence is to the public             

school system -- but like, it’s so there. Who’s on what side of             

the cannon, who benefits from the production of the cannon,          

etc. etc. Let’s also not forget: a cannon is a pretty phallic            

object. Which reminds me of this moment in my life when I            

was dating this person and for some reason, she and I and            

her dad went to the local pool to cool off and splash around.             

At that time, I was just recently growing out of my most            

self-identified and self-reviled “chubby” period, a few new        

vertical inches stretching my body’s ratio to a more         

socially-acceptable aspect that only later would I begin to         

realize was no better or worse than anyone else’s. Then          

though, I focused on feeling bad about my human shape for           

many years, covering my chest in the shower because of my           

“man boobs” while also constantly checking to see if I could           

see anything below my protruding belly as a measurement of          

okay-ness. As in, as long as I can see my dick below my             

stomach then I’m okay. Years before, when tasked with a          

metaphor assignment describing yourself through drawings,      

my neighbor suggested I use the word “portly” and draw a           

VW Bus. I did as he suggested. I also remember a classmate            

once claiming that, JUST LIKE DOGS, you can tell if          

someone is healthy by whether or not their ribs are          

discernable. It makes sense then that pools symbolized        

mental battlegrounds where I’d agonize over wearing or not         

wearing a shirt into the water, complicated by the color of the            

shirt (see: white when wet). That day, after I survived the           

chlorine spectacle, the dad and I went into the locker room to            

shower and change. Now, in my own home or on the           

midnight streets of West Seattle when I was 16, getting naked           

was a different matter. But in a public space in the middle of             

the day with my girlfriend’s father, I did not have penciled in            

taking a shower naked. Beside self-criticizing my skin (acne)         

or my arms (small) or my chest (big) or my stomach (big and             

without the perfect six pack ab definition), all things that          

were already out in the open at a pool, there was the            

additional uber-gendered worry over my penis size as it         

reflected my jockeying in the imaginary-made-real hierarchy       

of masculinity. Big dick equals great man per what I had been            

taught in high school. So, back to the locker room, I’m about            

ready to head into the shower with my swim trunks on,           

totally set on doing the old beach towel wrapped around waist           

trick to change, when the only other man in the room, my            

girlfriend’s dad, dropped trou. I’m 90% sure there was no evil           

intent disguised behind this daily occurrence, but at the time,          

I felt like he was silently dominating me. He had a big dick. A              

bigger dick than I had. And I feel like he knew this, or had an               

inkling before dropping, and called the pot, seeing if I would           

or could hang. Again, I do not presume to think this is what             

happened shot for shot, but what it felt like was him           

watching, checking, grading me and my penis as I followed          



 

nature that challenges, teaches, 

changes the rational word.”  

 

“The ethic of revenge suggests 

perfect counterchange, a 

tautology of acts: if he hurts you, 

you hurt him. Then all is equal, 

static; the circle is close. And if 

the father is killed, he kills back 

through his son. They are equal. 

Time means nothing.”  

 

“We are not condemned to mere 

repetition.”  

 

“We have long known that texts 

are not just in pages but in 

persons, too.”  

 

“Our collected editions take the 

welter of past texts...and then 

reduce them to digested 

regularity as if the main thing to 

do with Shakespeare is to own 

his text, consume it, and explain 

it away, as if we could best learn 

and teach the test’s agreeable 

meaning.”  

 

“But the stage, which depends for 

its life on hordes of decisions the 

text cannot make for 

it--decisions about casting, 

blocking, tone, technical 

resources--promotes as many 

interpretations as the page 

promotes.”  

 

“Intent is a dark hole that soaks 

up the prismatic lights of 

interpretation.” 

 

“To live is to make signs”  

 

“In most school editions, 

sex-ranked and power-ranked 

lists of dramatis personae 

precede each play--thus 

predetermining the students’ 

sense of social structure and 

emphasizing the relative 

invisibility of unnamed 

the suitless path. Obviously, I survived. And to read         

Shakespeare criticism no less. There is a point to all this           

rambling. Experiencing Shakespeare was a gift given to me by          

the author, who happens to be my partner’s father, a kind,           

retired Shakespeare professor who has been nothing but        

generous to me since I’ve first been included in the family.           

The experience of reading this book did not feel like the           

aforementioned shower scene; in fact, that absence of        

judgement is where I’d like to begin. After reading, my          

understanding of Frey has expanded in scope and tenor.         

There’s intelligence and reverie and questioning, both       

locally/internally and globally/externally. My favorite essays      

are the later ones, tracing and imaging the history of teaching           

Shakespeare in the United States, and then the final essay, a           

critique of the language of the Bard, in so much as it points to              

a privileged education, sexism that cuts off those who are          

taught/forced to be men from emotions while also        

barricading those who are taught/forced to be women from         

power, and the potential inefficient capture of language.        

Obviously, Frey knows the stuff and wants more. His attitude          

toward students is particularly warming in that he comes         

from an attitude of equalizing the classroom, listening for and          

to the creativity and wisdom of the young. And there’s humor           

(check out the pee pun in the Chapter 8, Footnote 6)!           

Knowing authors has always felt like a gift to the young           

reader in me. The photos on the back seemed to indicate a            

place in a faraway parthenon. So to get the book straight from            

the author is of special significance. It’s vulnerable to give          

your writing to someone. I’ve felt it. The tender offering. The           

humble showing. It’s a wonder we show ourselves at all.          

Especially since I’ve also felt the supremely negative side of          

reading a loved-one’s writing, the imbalance, the jealousy, the         

sharp and false owning and gathering of citations to be used           

in battle. When reading about a partner’s past love or lover,           

imagined or real, in poetry or essay, I would be crushed,           

brought back again to dick-measuring. And if I didn’t         

measure up, for a long time I didn’t have the skillset to            

lovingly express that insecurity. To show that I hurt. Instead,          

I moved that hurt. I cowardly lashed out with words and           

phrases, ideas of discredit and stories of flames still held as a            

standard I fell beneath. All methods of painful disconnecting.         

Ugh fest. I’ve had to learn to distance the symbol from the            

person, to appreciate the craft and grow my imagination to          

hold a different story. I’ve had to learn how to do that same             

revision of the story with my body. To learn that my body is             

good, no matter my curves or lack of hair or zits or armpit             

stink. No matter how I measure up to or fit within the            

(falsified) can(n)on of other men, I am okay. With lots of           

help, I continue to learn how to better accept myself and my            

body and the gift that is others. Thank you, Charles Frey, for            

extending out this book in goodwill and trust that all that will            

be measured is the closeness to be had.  



 

characters...The bulk of people 

we see in Shakespearean drama 

are not prideful nobles but the 

plain-speaking plebeians who do 

the world’s work.”  

 

“Stuffed, prideful 

circumlocution, an act of going 

around, walling, lining the 

subject, making it bigger than it 

should be, need be, long and loud 

material language: this is 

bombast. This is Shakespeare.” 

 

“Nowaday, if you question 

Shakespeare’s Latinate 

copiousness or inflation, you may 

be regarded as a killjoy, an 

anti-esthete, a lugubrious 

meaning-monger, or an 

undeconstructed ‘interpreter.’” 

 

“[Shakespeare’s] bombast is the 

pervasive and unloving language 

that reveals and revels in its 

power to order, encadence, 

manipulate, persuade, assert the 

will, not in reciprocity and 

willingness to fall silent for 

listening but in prideful 

dominance” 

 

“Bombast makes war on the 

peaceful speech of heart’s ease, of 

plain trust and affection, on 

language that could be calm, 

mild, relaxed, private, quiet, a 

listening language, and converts 

it to a bragging, lying celebration 

of will.”  

 

“Just as relentlessly, [the plays] 

note by its absence a language of 

intimacy, one that is not 

speechifying, too long drawn, 

interested mainly in its own 

being.”  

 

“It may not be precisely the 

‘Bottom’ line, but it is polemically 

useful to remind oneself that 

Shakespeare was a white, 



 

Christian, literate, middle-class 

male who lived four hundred 

years ago on an island off the 

northwest coast of Europe...in a 

repressive society that accepted 

slavery of non-whites, 

exploitation of non-Euorpeans, 

especially inhumane treatment of 

women and children, attacks on 

non-Christians, judicial torture, 

capital punishment, censorship, 

brutal working conditions, state 

religion, vast inequalities of 

wealth, ruinous wars, exploitive 

colonialism, suppression of 

homosexuals and atheists, formal 

education only for men, in short 

an undemocratic police state. 

There are, naturally, few protests 

in Shakespeare’s works against 

these (to us) undemocratic and 

inhumane assumptions as to how 

society should be structured and 

should function.”  

 

“I am certainly much less 

interested than I used to be in 

controlling a stable meaning or 

winning a gleaming, long-term 

truth from the texts. If I can find 

and cherish for a minute what’s 

partial, vulnerable, needy, 

wishful, and alive in my or 

anyone’s response to a word, 

line, scene, character, or issue, 

then I tend to feel a little more 

present in the gift of this 

present.”  

 

“Shakespeare, read whole, 

becomes parent, self, and child. 

What else can we do but 

generate, and sway within, the 

vital currents of our disaffection 

and affection for his plays?” 

 

 

 

  



 
 

 

 

That’s all for this week! 

 

Thank you so much for reading!! 

 

 

We’ll be back next Sunday with a new issue. 

 

Don’t forget to  

follow us on instagram 

if you want to! 

 

And if you want to contribute something to a forthcoming issue... 

Email us: profoundexperience@gmail.com 

 

Stay safe!!! 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/profoundexperience/


 
 

 

 

 

Go listen to Lightning & Regret ;) 

 

 

 

https://distrokid.com/hyperfollow/clementinewasright/lightning--regret


 

 


